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6.5.2-The institution reviews its teaching learning process, structures & 
methodologies of operations and learning outcomes at periodic intervals through 
IQAC set up as per norms and recorded the incremental improvement in various 
activities 

(For first cycle- Incremental improvements made for the preceding five years with regard 
to quality; For second and subsequent cycles- Incremental improvements made for the 
preceding five years with regard to quality and post accreditation quality initiatives) 

 
The internal quality assurance cell (IQAC) established on date-22-06-2012 in the 

college. Since then its focus on improvement of quality is being done by various methods. 
For this the institution reviews its teaching learning process, structures & methodologies of 
operations and learning outcomes at periodic intervals through IQAC set up as per norms 
and recorded the incremental improvement in various activities. Here is some example of 
it: 

 
(1) Academic review in beginning of the session- There are 3 main meeting of 

academics is organized in a session. First-at the beginning of the session, second- 
before annual examination and third, at last of the session. In this meeting the 
internal examination committee, HoDs of the departments, and college faculty 
meets. At the beginning of the new session, a new time-table is prepared, the 
academic calendar of the university and college is discussed, and other committees 
for the college activities are constituted. Also, a discussion by HoD’s on Result 
analysis is done in front of the Principal. Before annual examination, the instructions 
to invigilators, superintendent, workers and examination committee members are 
given by the examination center superintendent. 
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Photo:- Meeting on Preparation of IQAC national seminar, Below-Meeting of Exam. Committee. 
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Photo- Meeting by JBS committee on 10-10-2020 

 
 

(2)  IQAC prepares a tabulated result analysis. In the formal meeting of IQAC, the 
review of Examinations Result is done. This is also called the academic audit. Here 
the Result analysis is prepared and tabulated. This can be seen in the following link: 
http://www.govtcccollegepatan.in/newsData/D183.pdf 

 

 

(3) Filling the post of Janbhagidari teachers: There are 7 out of 10 PG courses in this 
college. The availability of teacher is done by the fund of Local Janbhagidari 
committee. At the beginning of the session, advertisement is issued, and the 
qualified teacher is selected through merit. There are some other courses, for which 
teachers are kept. For example, English, Commerce, Maths, Hindi, Sociology etc. 
Because the workload is more than the post sanctioned by the government. This is  
also filled by this advertise. 

 
Following link shows the number of sanctioned post of JBS teachers for various 
courses: 
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(4) Use of ICT in teaching and learning: The IQAC motivates the HoD’s to use the ICT. 

The HoD give the message, notices and study material to students. For these 
purpose, many HoDs has created whatsapp group. For students. The educational use 
of social-media has also been utilized to establish communication with the students 
and peers. 
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(5) Smart-board/Projector/PPT presentation: Some classrooms have smart-boards. 
Here, projector is used. Teacher occasionally take, but not regularly their classes 
through smart-board, ppt presentation. Motivational lecture and guest lectures are 
also organized with the help of Smart-board/Projector/PPT presentation. 
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Photo of the program on “ How to make PPT” by Prof.-Ugendra Kurrey on date-31-10-2019 organized for teachers. 
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